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Congratulations on the purchase of this SkyTec light effect. 
Please read this manual carefully prior to using the unit. 

Warning:

- Read the manual prior to using the unit. 
- Keep the manual for further reference. 
- Keep the packaging so that you can transport the unit in its original packaging in order to 

avoid damage. 
- The SkyTec light effect contains a modern halogen lamp of a high light intensity. Do not 

look into the lamp. This might damage seriously your eyes. 
- During use, these lamps get very  hot. Therefore the light effect must be placed at least 

50 cm away from inflammable materials such as curtains, books, etc. Make sure that the 
housing cannot be touched by accident.  

- For indoor use only. 
- During installation, nobody should stand beneath the mounting area. 
- Prior to the first use, have the unit checked by a qualified person. 
- The unit contains voltage carrying parts. DO NOT open the light effect. 
- Unplug the unit from the mains prior to repairs, maintenance and replacement of the 

lamp. 
- Never plug or unplug the unit with wet hands. 
- Disconnect the unit from the mains prior to replacing the fuse. 
- If the plug and/or mains lead are damaged, they need to be repaired by a qualified 

technician. 
- If the unit is damaged to an extent that you can see internal parts, do not plug the unit 

into a mains outlet. 
- Repairs and lamp replacement has to be carried out by a qualified technician. 
- Only connect this unit to an earthed mains outlet of 230Vac/50Hz . 
- Always unplug the unit during a thunderstorm or when it is not in use.  
- If the unit has not been used for a longer period of time, condensation can occur inside 

the housing. Please let the unit reach room temperature prior to use. 
- When you unplug the unit from the mains always pull the plug, never the lead. 
- In order to prevent dropping of the unit, a safety fastening needs to be installed. This can 

be a solid chain, a steel cable, etc. which has to be fastened separately from the 
mounting bracket. 

- The supplied bracket is the main fixing and must be used to solidly mount the light effect. 
- In order to avoid accidents in public premises, the local legal requirements and safety 

regulations/warnings must be fulfilled. 
- Keep out of the reach of children. 

Installing/replacing the lamps
Before replacing the lamp, unplug mains lead and let the lamp cool down.  Please follow 
the lamp manufacturer’s notes when installing. 

- You need one 6V 30W Par 36 Lamp for installaion. 
- Please remove the fixation ring by pressing it together. 
- If replacing the lamp, remove the old lamp from the pinspot and loosen the wires. 
- Loosen the screws on the new 6V 30W Par 36 lamp with an appropriate screwdriver. 
- Connect the wires with the lamp using an appropriate screwdriver. 
- Tighten the screws. 
- Insert the lamp in the housing.  
- Fix the lamp with the fixation ring. 

Mounting the Color Wheel

- Unscrew the nut and the first tooth ring from the fixation axle of the color wheel motor. 
- Remove the foil of the color wheel. 
- Slip the color wheel onto the fixation axle of the motor 



- Slip the tooth ring first and then the nut onto the fixation axle. 
- Fasten the nut without damaging the color wheel. 
- Fix the color wheel with motor via the fixation on the motor to the pinspot housing and 

tighten the screw.  

Rigging

- Mount the Pinspot with the mounting-bracket to your trussing system using an 
appropriate clamp.  The hole in the mounting bracket has a diameter of 10mm. 

- For overhead use, always install a safety-rope that can hold at least 10 times the weight 
of the fixture.  You must only use safety-ropes with screw-on carabines.  Pull the safety-
rope through the hole in the mounting bracket and over the trussing system.  Insert the 
end in the carabine and tighten the fixation screw.  

- Adjust the desired inclination-angle via the mounting bracket and fix the bracket screws 
tightly.  

- Connect the fixture to the mains with the power plug.  

Do not attempt to make any repairs yourself. This would invalid your warranty. 
Do not make any changes to the unit. This would also invalid your warranty. 
The warranty is not applicable in case of accidents or damages caused by inappropriate use or disrespect of 
the warnings contained in this manual. 
SkyTronic UK cannot be held responsible for personal injuries caused by a disrespect of the safety 
recommendations and warnings. This is also applicable to all  damages in whatever form.  

Technical specifications:
Pinspot Par 36

Power Supply: ................................................................................ 230V AC, 50Hz 
Power comsumption: ...................................................................................... 30W 
Weight: ..............................................................................................................1kg 
Dimensions (LxWxH): ...................................................................150x120x115mm 
Fitting Lamp: ...................................................................................6V 30W Par 36 
Color wheel w/ Motor 

Power supply:................................................................................. 230V AC, 50Hz 
Rotation speed: ...........................................................................................2.5rpm 
Colors: .............................................................................. Red, green, yellow, blue 
Diameter: ....................................................................................................... 23cm 


